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handling of cross-site scripting (XSS)
attacks.Q: Is there an integration test option

for ruby I can run my integration tests by
using: bundle exec rake test [options] I have a
couple of rake tasks I need to run before the

integration tests, so I guess I can just run
them by hand by requiring them and running

them from the command line. Is there an
integration test option to just run the tests in
the same way as the rake test task does? A: If
you're testing with rails_ujs and js_elided you

can do something like this:
require'spec_helper' include

Rails.application.routes.url_helpers
config.include(javascript: { urls: %w[ #{Rails

.application.routes.url_helpers.root_path}
/test/integration ]}) module TestHelper def
turbolinks_tests begin require "turbolinks"
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require "turbolinks/fixtures" include
Turbolinks rescue LoadError end end end
describe "Home page" do before(:each) do

Turbolinks::Fixtures.activate
Turbolinks::Middleware.visit(:all) ... end

after(:each) do
Turbolinks::Middleware.visit(:all)

Turbolinks::Fixtures.drop end it "sets the
page title" do page.title.should. 3e33713323
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